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Abstract
Critical Limb Ischemia (CLI) is often poorly treatable by conventional management and
alternatives such as autologous cell therapy are increasingly investigated. Whereas previous
studies showed a substantial impairment of neovascularization capacity in primary bone-marrow
(BM) isolates from patients, little is known about dysfunction in patient-derived BM
Mesenchymal Stromal Cells (MSCs). In this study we have compared CLI-MSCs to healthy
controls using gene expression profiling and functional assays for differentiation, senescence
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and in vitro and in vivo pro-angiogenic ability. Whereas no differentially expressed genes were
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found and adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation did not significantly differ between groups,
chondrogenic differentiation was impaired in CLI-MSCs, potentially as a consequence of

an

increased senescence. Migration-experiments showed no differences in growth factor sensitivity

m

and secretion between CLI- and control MSCs. In a murine hind-limb ischemia model, recovery
of perfusion was enhanced in MSC-treated mice compared to vehicle controls (71±24% versus
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44±11%; p<1x10-6). CLI-MSC and control-MSC treated animals showed nearly identical
amounts of reperfusion (ratio CLI:control 0.98, CI95% 0.82-1.14), meeting our criteria for

A
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statistical equivalence. The neovascularization capacity of MSCs derived from CLI-patients is
not compromised and equivalent to that of control MSCs, suggesting that autologous MSCs are
suitable for cell therapy in CLI patients.
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Introduction
Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is a manifestation of atherosclerosis that is highly prevalent in
aging western populations1. When arterial occlusion reaches the point where metabolic
demands of resting muscle can no longer be met, PAD progresses to critical limb ischemia
(CLI), a condition associated with a very poor prognosis with respect to both life and limb1 and
quality of life2. In a substantial proportion (ca. 40%) of patients conventional and surgical

t

treatment options will be exhausted during the course of disease and amputation of the affected

rip

limb is inevitable1. Consequently, new treatment modalities have been explored in the form of
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c

autologous progenitor cell transplantation3. Initially, bone marrow (BM) mononuclear cells
(MNCs) were used in the assumption that this mixture of cells contains pro-angiogenic

an

progenitor cells. Although initial results seemed promising3,4, restrictions to the clinical utilization

d

derived BM progenitor cells4-6.

m

of this BM cell therapy for PAD patients arise from the impaired angiogenic activity of patient

ep
te

A promising alternative are BM-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs)7,8. MSCs make up
the stromal part of the BM stem cell niche9 and constitute a multipotent cell population that can

A
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differentiate into several mesenchymal tissue lines10. Because MSCs are exceedingly rare in
BM11, therapeutic applications generally involve expansion in culture. Culture expanded MSCs
possess a pronounced pro-angiogenic capacity, that is likely to be superior to that of BMMNCs7,12.
It is thought that MSCs possess strong immunomodulatory properties13 and low intrinsic
antigenicity14, allowing allogeneic therapeutic strategies. However, differentiation of MSCs after
application in vivo has been shown to up-regulate expression of MHC complexes, leading to
delayed immunization against the injected cells15,16. This notwithstanding, allogeneic MSCs
have been proven safe as single-dose therapy for ischemic cardiomyopathy17,18.
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There is significant uncertainty whether neovascularization capacity of MSCs from patients with
cardiovascular disease is impaired, which would limit autologous clinical application in CLI.
Previous studies have shown that MSCs from patients with auto-immune diseases, such as
systemic lupus erythematosus19 or systemic sclerosis20 show alterations in growth factor
secretion when compared to healthy donors. In addition, aging has been shown to reduce the
efficacy of human MSCs in a murine model of myocardial infarction21. On the other hand,
studies investigating angiogenic cytokine secretion in MSCs obtained from patients with end
stage renal disease found no alterations22,23. Studies involving MSCs from human donors with

rip
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cardiovascular disease showed that MSCs yields and numbers are not impaired24,25 compared

us
c

to age-matched controls.

In this study we investigated whether cultured BM-MSCs obtained from CLI patients are

an

dysfunctional when compared to BM-MSCs from a healthy control population. We have started

m

by global gene expression profiling to identify persistent differences after culture, but found no

d

significantly differentially expressed genes in MSCs obtained from patients versus control

ep
te

MSCs. In a series of functional experiments we quantified MSC response to stimuli inducing
differentiation or promoting angiogenesis in vitro an in vivo. As our starting hypothesis was that
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there are no differences between CLI- and control MSCs, we used Bayesian inference to give
credible intervals of the difference between groups and show statistical equivalence, where
present.
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Results
Patient Characteristics
Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Isolation and phenotype
BM-MSCs from 12 patients and 12 healthy controls were successfully expanded to a tissue

t

culture surface of 300cm2. Cell yields were between 1.8 x 106 and 4 x 106 (data not shown) and

rip

time-to-expansion was similar between groups (19.25 ± 1.39 and 18.44 ± 0.83 days for healthy-
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and CLI-MSCs respectively). Immunophenotyping showed that the cells were positive for CD90,

m

Gene expression profiling

an

CD105, CD140b, and CD73, but negative for CD14, CD45, CD19 and CD34 (Fig S1d).

d

Gene expression profiling was performed on MSCs from 6 CLI and 6 control donors.
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Not a single significantly differentially expressed gene was observed between MSCs derived
from CLI patients and healthy donors (Table S1). Only 22 genes showed an on average greater
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than 2-fold change in expression (Fig. 1a); namely MFAP5, PI16, S100A4, H19, HOXB8,
HAPLN1, MMP1, POSTN, SCRG1, TRIB3, HOXB5, FAM162B, DDIT4, SLC7A5, GREM1, HLADRB4, ERAP2, IFI44L, BST2, MX1 and PITX1, although with substantial variation (Fig. S2a).
Genes associated with angiogenesis were stably and equally expressed in donors from both
groups (Fig. 1b).
Analyses on similarity show that 98.7% of detected genes are with 95% confidence less than a
factor 2 differentially expressed between CLI-MSCs and control MSCs. The remaining 332
genes (inconclusive, IC) were analyzed for association with known biological processes, in
order to find areas of variability or trends towards a difference. This analysis is demonstrated in
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Fig. 1a, which depicts the ratio of gene expression (log2) on the y-axis and the average
expression level on the x-axis (low to high from left to right respectively). Comparison of the IC
gene list with other studies shows that genes associated with chondrogenic differentiation of
MSCs26 (p<7x10-12) and aging27 (p<2x10-17) are overrepresented (Fig S2b and c).

Differentiation
Alizarin red S staining showed aggregates of hydroxyapatite-mineralized matrices that stained

t

red after retention of the dye (Fig. S1a). Quantification of dye retention by acidic extraction

rip

showed equivalent amounts of dye retention (Ratio CLI:Control=0.99, 95%CI 0.81-1.17) in
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c

MSCs obtained from CLI patients and controls (Fig. 2a). Alkaline Phosphatase activity was
similar in both groups, but not equivalent (CLI:Control=1.07, 95% CI 0.75-1.39; Fig. 2b).

an

MSCs treated with adipogenic medium displayed lipid droplets that are characteristic for

m

differentiation into pre-adipocytes (Figs. S1b and c). Quantification of the amount of Lipidtox

d

Green uptake by fluorescence measurement showed a trend towards increased adipogenic

ep
te

differentiation in CLI donors (CLI:Control=1.2, 95% CI 0.71-1.49; Fig. 2c).
Chondrogenic differentiation of MSCs induced the formation of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs).
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Soluble GAG production was about a 33% lower in CLI-MSC compared to controls (p=0.02, Fig.
2d).

Senescence
Senescence was assessed by the conversion of C12FDG, a fluorescently labeled ßgalactosidase substrate, and subsequently measured by flow cytometry (Fig. 3a). There was a
significant increase in senescence associated ß-galactosidase activity in MSCs obtained from
CLI donors (Fig. 3b). In a model that includes donor age, age is shown to be a significant
explanatory variable (Fig 3c, R=0.37). After inclusion of donor age in the model, donor group
(i.e. healthy or CLI) ceases to be significantly different, with a trend towards a larger age
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associated increase in senescence in CLI-MSCs (p=0.07 for interaction age*group). As an
additional marker of senescence the number of spontaneous DNA double strand break damage
foci was measured by nuclear staining for gH2AX. CLI-MSCs showed a minor increase in
gH2AX signal and number of damage foci (Figs. S3 a-d), but this difference was not significant.
gH2AX fluorescence in donors of both groups was associated with both age and CD12FDG
signal (Figs S3 e and f). Both donor age and senescence were associated with differentiation
potential (Fig. S4), leading to a shift from chondrogenic differentiation towards adipogenic

rip
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differentiation.
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Migration and Conditioned Medium

We observed clear time- and dose-dependent migration of BM-MSCs towards PDGF-BB (see

an

Fig. 4a for a representative readout, Fig. 4b for a concentration response curve). The

m

concentration-dependent response for each donor, as summarized by the half-maximum

d

effective concentration (EC50), was determined as final readout (Fig. 4c). MSCs from healthy

ep
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donors migrated to PDGF-BB with an average EC50 of 5.35 ng/ml whereas the average EC50
for CLI-MSCs was not different at 5.62 ng/ml (CLI:Control=1.05, 95% CI 0.66-1.62)
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The ability of MSC-conditioned medium (CM) to induce endothelial repair was assessed using a
scratch-wound closure assay. In addition we examined whether MSC CM was affected equally
by hypoxia in either group. A significant effect of oxygen tension was observed, as hypoxic CM
significantly increased wound closure by approximately 20% (p=0.02) compared to normoxic
CM (Fig. 4d). CLI-MSC-conditioned medium did not differ significantly from control CM in
wound closure (CLI:Control=1.01, 95% CI 0.77-1.25) or the increase thereof in response to
hypoxia.
In examining the effect of MSC CM on population doubling times (PDT) of endothelial cells we
did not observe differences between CM of CLI MSCs and Healthy MSCs (CLI: Control=0.96,
95% CI 0.47-2.12), (Fig. 4e). Tubule formation assays of endothelial cells in the presence of
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MSC CM similarly did not show any differences between CM obtained from CLI MSC and
controls (CLI:Control = 0.99, 95% CI= 0.88-1.10), nor was there an effect of hypoxia (Fig. 4f).

In analogy to the effects of MSC senescence on differentiation ability, we examined whether
MSC senescence is associated with pro-angiogenic effects, but no relationship was found (Fig.
S5).

t

Hind-limb ischemia

rip

In order to assess the ability of MSCs to promote neovascularization in vivo, we performed hind-
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c

limb ischemia experiments on NMRInu/nu mice (Fig. 5a). In the initial phase of the experiment,
we performed a dose response curve of intra-muscularly injected MSCs obtained from a healthy

an

donor. Animals that were treated with MSCs showed a significant increase in perfusion
5

m

compared to controls. We observed a maximum effect at the lowest investigated dose of 10

d

cells, with a trend towards reduced effects at higher doses (Fig. 5b). In the final experiment we
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proceeded with the lowest dose of 105 cells and compared MSCs from 10 CLI donors and 10
control donors, testing cells from each donor in 3 mice. Animals treated with MSCs showed
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increased blood flow recovery compared to vehicle controls after two weeks 71 ± 24% (SD) in
MSC treated mice and 44 ± 11% in vehicle controls (Fig. 5c, pMCMC <1x10-6). Time-dependent
increase in perfusion did not differ between animals treated with CLI-MSC and healthy MSC.
Areas Under Curve (AUCs) of relative perfusion over time for animals treated with CLI-MSCs
were equivalent to animals treated with healthy MSCs (Fig. 5d, Ratio CLI:Control 0.98, 95% CI
0.82-1.14). Staining for capillaries in the adductor muscles similarly showed an increased
number of vessels in MSC treated animals (Figs. 6a and b), but did not differ between CLIMSC and control-MSC treated animals (Fig. 6c). aSMA staining for the formation of arterioles
(Fig. 6E) showed an insignificant increase in the number of arterioles in MSC treated animals
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(Fig. 6F), as well as a trend towards an increased aSMA+ surface area (Fig. S6a) and an
enrichment of smaller vessels (Fig. S6b).
In accordance with previous studies28 only very small numbers of MSCs could be traced back
14 days after administration. Although isolated MSCs were found in the muscle stroma, the
majority of MSCs were found in localized clusters in between larger muscle fibers, presumably
the injection site (Fig. 6d). Double-staining for nuclei of proliferating cells with Ki67 and human
specific A/C Lamin showed that MSCs did not proliferate after implantation in vivo, although

t

clusters of Ki67 positive nuclei were found in the vicinity of injection sites (Fig. S6d). While

rip

MSCs stained weakly for aSMA, they did not appear to participate in the formation of new
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aSMA+ vessels (Fig. S6e) nor did they appear to integrate into larger existing vessels (Fig S6f).
In order to identify possible predictors for in vivo angiogenic ability we performed correlations

an

between the various assays performed in this paper (Fig S7a), paracrine stimulation of

ep
te

Discussion

d

m

endothelial proliferation was most closely associated with neovascularization in vivo (Fig S7b).

In this study we show that MSCs obtained from CLI patients are equivalent to MSCs obtained

A
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from healthy controls in their ability to restore perfusion in murine ischemic hind limbs. These
results are consistent with our initial findings using genome-wide expression profiling, which
showed that there were no differentially expressed genes between CLI- and control MSCs. CLIMSCs show slightly increased senescence compared to controls; while this appears to affect
differentiation ability, it does not affect migration, in vitro angiogenic effects of conditioned
medium or pro-angiogenic ability in vivo.
Studies investigating BM-MNCs, which contain a small MSC subfraction (<0.01%)11, found that
BM-MNCs from patients with cardiovascular disease have a reduced neovascularization
capacity5,6. Previous results from our group also show that in vitro paracrine angiogenic activity
of ex vivo cultured early endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) from the same CLI patient cohort as
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used in the current study is markedly impaired29. Similar impairment in in vivo models has also
been observed in EPCs from diabetic patients30. Moreover, a study by Yan et al. 31 showed that
BM-MSCs from diabetic db/db mice are impaired in their ability to promote neovascularization,
although it must be noted that in that particular study the effects of diabetes were due to a gene
defect, which persists in cell culture.
The results of the present study suggest that selective expansion of human MSCs by ex vivo
culture yields a cell population that is unaffected by disease with regard to its neovascularization

t

capacity. Gene expression profiling performed at the outset of this study showed strikingly

rip

similar gene expression profiles for CLI- and control MSCs, with not a single gene being
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c

significantly differentially expressed between both groups. As the number of MSCs is very low in
collected BM aspirates, the cells in this study were cultured for 12-15 population doublings

an

before gene expression profiling was performed. Ex vivo culture of primary cells rapidly causes
32,33

. Cells can also

m

changes in gene expression, usually resulting in dedifferentiation of the cells

d

gain useful properties through culturing, as in the case of early EPCs, which acquire their

ep
te

angiogenic phenotype only after selection and incubation in culture34. In contrast to the finding in
MSCs in this study, disease-mediated dysfunction in early EPCs is not reversed by ex vivo
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culture35. It may be that unexpanded MSCs show only little susceptibility to disease-mediated
dysfunction. Alternatively MSCs may be more amenable to modifying effects of cell culture,
perhaps due to their replicative potential.
A report investigating abnormalities in fibroblasts obtained from dogs with congestive heart
failure, for instance, showed that phenotypic abnormalities could be reversed after as little as 48
hours in culture36.
We did observe subtle differences in MSC differentiation capacity, i.e. decreased chondrogenic
differentiation and a trend towards increased adipogenic differentiation in CLI-MSCs. These
differences were associated with increased cellular senescence, and may in part be attributed to
an overrepresentation of older donors in the CLI group. Donor age has previously been
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associated with increased MSC senescence and reduced differentiation potential37-39 with a shift
towards adipogenic differentiation38.
As the primary objective of this paper was to identify differences in the ability to promote
neovascularization between CLI- and control MSCs, we performed a series of in vitro
experiments to study pro-angiogenic activity. In none of these experiments did we observe any
differences between MSCs from the CLI- and control group. Interestingly the results also
seemed to be unrelated to MSC senescence.
Migration was assessed using PDGF-BB as a chemoattractant, as previous studies identified

rip

t

PDGF as the most potent chemotactic stimulus for MSCs40. Furthermore, PDGF has been
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shown to be important in the interplay between endothelium and MSCs during angiogenesis41.
We observed a typical bell-shaped dose-response relationship in migration of MSCs towards

an

PDGF-BB, with an optimum dose of 20 ng/ml. If there would be differences in migration ability

m

between CLI and control MSCs, we would expect a shift in sensitivity towards PDGF-BB. We

ep
te

sensitivity towards PDGF-BB.

d

did not observe such a shift but found that CLI- and control MSCs showed very similar

The currently prevailing theory on the mechanism behind MSC-induced angiogenesis is that it is
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mediated by paracrine secretion of growth factors42. We found no differences in migration
stimulatory capacity between MSC-CM under basal conditions. We examined whether hypoxia
further promotes pro-angiogenic activity43, as this will be a stress condition that MSCs are likely
to be subjected to after implantation in vivo. While we did see a significant effect of hypoxic
stress on the ability of MSC-CM to promote scratch-wound closure, we did not observe
differences between CM derived from CLI- and control MSCs. Similarly we did not find
differences in the ability of CLI- and control MSCs to promote endothelial proliferation and
tubule formation.
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In the in vivo hind-limb ischemia experiment we observed a very pronounced effect of MSCtreatment over vehicle controls. We observed a bell-shaped dose-response curve with regard to
cell dose, as was previously reported in intra-coronary MSC injections in animals44 and
humans17, potentially due to increased local competition for nutrients and oxygen at higher cell
doses in the injection site. The CLI- and control-MSC treated groups showed identical
reperfusion patterns and were statistically equivalent, within the pre-defined thresholds.
Although we observed an association between senescence and differentiation capacity, in

t

accordance with previous studies37,39, no such associations were found with senescence and

rip

assays for pro-angiogenic activity. Others have shown that senescence induces a senescence-
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c

associated secretory phenotype (SASP)45 in fibroblasts. This SASP enhances senescent cells’
ability to induce angiogenesis in a mouse xenograft tumor model46. The differences in

an

senescence observed in this study are comparatively minor due to the restricted donor age

m

range and strict emphasis on keeping passage numbers equal, which prevents conclusions on

d

the effect of a SASP on MSC-mediated neovascularization. While the primary objective of this
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study was not to identify a mechanism behind MSC-mediated neovascularization, the differential
effects of senescence on differentiation capacity and pro-angiogenic effects as well as the
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tracing studies in Fig 6 and Fig S6 point towards paracrine affects, unrelated to stemness47.
Similarly, paracrine stimulation of endothelial proliferation was most closely associated with
efficacy of a given MSC donor in vivo.
The findings of this study suggest that cell therapy in CLI patients using autologous BM-MSCs
will not be impaired by disease-mediated cell dysfunction. As undifferentiated MSCs have very
low inherent antigenicity14 and immunomodulatory properties13, this cell type potentially offers
an opportunity for allogeneic cell therapy without the need for immunosuppression. The
question therefore arises whether there is a need for autologous therapy. Allogeneic
administration of MSCs allows ‘off the shelf’ applications for acute ischemic events and does not
involve an invasive harvesting procedure in fragile patients, as is often the case in CLI. A recent
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study by Schwarz et al.28 showed that MSCs are cleared relatively soon after injection and that
only a small number of MSCs remains after more than 3 weeks, which do not contribute to
neovascularization. It has been shown, however, that eventual differentiation of remaining
MSCs up-regulates expression of MHC complexes, leading to delayed immunization against the
injected cells15,16. In the POSEIDON trial17 it was shown that 8 out of 27 patients were sensitized
to allogeneic HLAs at baseline of the trial, and an additional subject developed alloantibodies
after a single MSC administration. In the case of CLI, the wide-spread extent of atherosclerosis,
the relative ease of cell administration and the limited effective cell dose per injection and the

rip

t

progressive nature of disease all call for repeated cell administration48. In addition the findings of
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c

the PROVASA study49 suggest that there may an additional benefit of more than one injection.
As repeated exposure will likely aggravate alloimmunization, autologous MSC therapy may be

an

preferable for this indication.

m

The present study demonstrates equivalent neovascularization potential of MSCs from CLI

d

patients as compared to healthy controls in a murine hind-limb ischemia model. These findings

A
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CLI patients.
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te

suggest that autologous MSC therapy could be a promising therapeutic strategy, particularly in

Materials and Methods

CLI patients and healthy controls
Patient BM was harvested during the JUVENTAS trial, which investigates the efficacy of
repeated intra-arterial BM-MNCs injections in patients with CLI 48 (Trial identifier:
NCT00371371). Inclusion criteria for the trial consisted of severe infra-popliteal arterial occlusive
disease and ineligibility for surgical or endovascular revascularization procedures. For this study
we cultured BM-MSCs from 12 sequentially included patients from March to August 2011.
Control BM of 12 donors without PAD was collected during elective orthopedic interventions.
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Procedures were approved by the local ethics committee, and are in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

MSC isolation and culture
BM from all donors was obtained from the iliac crest by needle aspiration. For each donor 10 x
106 MNCs were suspended in MEM alpha, 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) and were left to adhere
for 24h in a 10cm2 tissue culture well. Cells were expanded for three passages until they

t

covered four 75cm2 tissue culture flasks and were then cryopreserved. All further experiments

rip

were conducted with cells in passage 3+1 and were started 48h after thawing and seeding the

an

Whole-genome gene expression profiling

us
c

cryopreserved cells.

m

RNA from each cell sample was amplified and labelled cRNA was hybridized to an Illumina WT-

ep
te

Differentiation
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controls.

d

12 v4.0 Expression Beadchip. Samples included RNA from the MSCs of 6 patients and 6

MSCs were differentiated towards in adipogenic and osteogenic lineages in confluent
monolayers, using defined differentiation media (see supplemental information); chondrogenic
differentiation was performed in a 3d pellet culture system. Osteogenic differentiation was
assessed by Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) activity using p-Nitrophenyl Phosphate (pNPP) and by
Alizarin red retention. Adipogenic differentiation as assessed by lipidtox green staining and
chondrogenic differentiation by production of soluble glycosaminoglycans (sGAGs)
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Fluorescent staining for senescence with C12 FDG
8 x 104 cells were incubated with 100nM bafilomycin A1 for 1 h to induce lysosomal
alkalinization. Next 5-dodecanoylaminofluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (C12FDG) was
added to a final concentration of 30µMol/l and cells were incubated for an additional hour. Cells
were trypsinized and median cellular fluorescence was quantified using Flow Cytometry.

Migration assays

t

Real-time measurement of cell migration was performed using the xCELLigence RTCA DP

rip

device from Roche Diagnostics. This system is a variant of the two-chamber trans-well in which
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c

vertical cell migration through a microporous membrane is recorded by measuring impedance
on the underside of the membrane. In the lower wells of CIM-Plates 16 with 8µm pore-size, a

an

short serial dilution of (Platelet-derived growth factor subunit B homodimer) PDGF-BB was

m

prepared in serum-free medium, for each donor. In the upper wells 40000 MSCs were seeded in

d

serum-free medium and allowed to settle for 15 min prior to the beginning of the experiment. All

ep
te

conditions were conducted in duplicate. Data acquisition and analysis was performed with the
RTCA software (version 1.2, Roche Diagnostics).
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For each well, the end-point migration was calculated by subtracting the baseline value from the
point of maximum impedance. A migration index was calculated by subtracting the cumulative
migration from the chemo-attractant-free control. MSCs from each donor were allowed to
migrate towards a dose-range of 0, 5, 10 and 20 ng/ml PDGF-BB. The half-maximal effective
dose was calculated for each donor by fitting a four-parameter log-logistic function.

Collection of Conditioned Medium and Assays for Pro-angiogenic Activity
Conditioned Medium (CM) was collected in serum-free aMEM for 24 h under normoxic (21% O2)
and Hypoxic (2% O2) culturing conditions.
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Ability to promote endothelial repair was assessed using a scratch-wound assay. In this assay a
scratch is made in a confluent monolayer of immortalized endothelial cells (HMEC-1) using a
pipette-tip and CM or control stimuli were added. Scratch-wound closure was quantified by
comparing the widths of the scratch on t=0 and t=6h on photomicrographs.
Proliferation of HMEC-1 cells was assessed using real-time Cell Impedance Measurement with
an xCelligence® machine. 2000 HMEC-1 cells were seeded per well and cell impedance signal
was recorded every 15 min for 72 hours, Population Doubling Time (PDT) was calculated from

t

the linear part of the proliferation curve.

rip

In order to assess the angiogenic effect of MSC-CM in vitro, tubule formation assays using
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c

HMEC-1 cells were performed50. HMEC-1 cells suspended in MSC-CM obtained under hypoxic
and normoxic conditions, laid upon gels of Growth Factor-Reduced Matrigel® cast in IBIDI µ-

an

wells, and allowed to form tubules for 24h. Tubule network characteristics were quantified using

ep
te

Hind-limb ischemia Model

d

m

automated image analysis.

Hind-limb ischemia was induced in 8-10 week old male nude NMRI FoxN1nu/nu mice (Harlan,
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Horst, NLD). The femoral artery was occluded with the use of an electrocauterization device
(Bovie, Clearwater, FL) directly as it emerged from under the femoral ligament, closing off both
superficial and deep branches. The femoral vein and nerve were left intact. The segment of the
superficial femoral artery distal to the occlusion was then carefully stripped away from the
adjacent vein until the popliteal bifurcation was reached.
Cell injections were performed 24 hours after femoral ligation. For the dose ranging 1, 3.3, and
10 x 105 MSCs were injected intramuscularly divided over 5 different sites in the adductor
muscle (10µL/injection). In subsequent experiments using patient derived cells 1 x 105 MSCs
were used.
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MSCs from 10 donors in each group were injected in 3 mice per donor; in addition a total of 21
vehicle controls was included. Relative perfusion of the ischemic limb compared to the control
limb was measured using Laser Doppler Perfusion Imaging, with moorLDI2-HR (Moor
Instruments, Devon, UK) imager with an 830nm Helium-Neon laser. Relative perfusion was
followed over time by measurements on Day 0, 1, 4, 7, 10 and 14.

Histology

t

Vessels and muscle fibers in the adductor muscles were stained using anti-Mouse CD31 and

rip

Triticum vulgaris lectin. Human nuclei were visualized with anti-human nuclear A/C lamin (see

us
c

Fig S6c). Staining for arterioles was done using anti-Mouse CD31 and anti-alpha Smooth

an

Muscle Actin (aSMA).

m

Design and Statistics

d

Values are presented as relative to the Healthy MSC donor group to allow a comparison

ep
te

between CLI and control MSCs in the various assays performed in this study. Data were
analyzed by using generalized linear mixed models, using a restricted maximum likelihood

A
cc

(REML) approach to estimate model parameters. P-values and (highest posterior density, HPD)
credibility intervals were estimated by means of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
from the posterior distribution of parameter values (10000 iterations). In the analysis of the HLI
experiments a hierarchical linear mixed model was used, in which mice were nested within MSC
donors. To create a meaningful summary measure for equivalency we calculated areas under
curve (AUCs) of relative perfusion over time. Analyses were conducted in ‘R’ software (version
2.15.3), using the lmer function in the lme4 package.
Groups were considered equivalent when 95% of the posterior distribution was within a predefined threshold. As threshold a range of 0.8-1.25, taken from bioequivalency guidelines set
forth by drug regulatory agencies such as the FDA or EMA, was used.
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In the microarray experiment, a moderated t-test approach as employed in the ‘limma’ package
was used to test for differences between groups. As a lack of a statistically significant difference
may for some genes be attributable to a lack of power in the experiment, we took a reverse
approach to analysis by excluding genes that with 95% confidence did not differ by more than a
factor 2 in expression and are thus considered equivalently expressed (EE).
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Table 1: Patient Characteristics
CLI Patients (n=12)
4/8
67.5(29-81)

p-value
0.22
0.43

1/12
2/12
N/A

3/12
6/12
5/7

0.43
0.11
-

N/A

5/6/1

-

N/A

7/14

0.005

2/12
1/12
1/12

6/12
2/12
1/12

0.11
1
1

1/12

9/12

0.003**

12/12

<0.0001***
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Controls (n=12)
8/4
50(20-85)

2/12
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Gender (F/M)
Age, years (Median,
Range)
Diabetes Mellitus
Hypertension
Fontaine Classification
(III/IV)
Rutherford
Classification (4/5/6)
Ulceration
Medication
Antihypertensive drugs
Insulin
Oral glucose lowering
drugs
Cholesterol lowering
drugs
Anti-platelet drugs
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Gene Expression. A: Relative expression of genes in CLI-MSCs/Control MSCs. On
this M/A plot the x-axis denotes the average expression (in units of fluorescence intensity), the
y-axis denotes the ratio of expression in CLI- MSCs/Control MSCs. Expression of genes shown
in green is with 95% confidence less than a factor differentially expressed. The remaining genes
are inconclusive, genes with an average fold change of >2 are indicated in red and 95%
confidence intervals are given. b: Heatmap showing genes associated with angiogenesis,
clustering on colums shows no clear separation between CLI- and Control MSCs.
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Figure 2: Differentiation. a: Quantification of alizarin red retention in osteogenically
differentiated MSCs was found to be equivalent; CLI:Control=0.99 (95% CI 0.81-1.17), the open
circle indicates and outlier that has been left out of analysis. b: ALP activity in MSCs after
osteogenic differentiation; CLI:Control=1.07, 95% CI 0.75-1.39 c: Adipogenic Differentiation
measured by Lipidtox Green staining, CLI:Control=1.2, 95% CI 0.71-1.49 d: Chondrogenic
differentiation measured by sGAG production. sGAGs levels were significantly lower in CLIMSCs.
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Figure 3: Senescence. a: Representative example of SA-β-galactosidase activity as measured
by flow cytometry. b: Senescence is increased in CLI MSCs compared to Healthy controls
(p=0.01). c: MSC senescence is significantly associated with donor age (p=0.02), shaded band
indicates 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 4: Migration a: Real-time migration of MSCs towards different concentrations of PDGFBB (lines for higher concentrations have been omitted for clarity). b: Dose-response curve of
MSCs to PDGF-BB. c: EC50 values of dose-response curves of CLI- and control MSCs
(CLI:Control=1.05, 95% CI 0.66-1.62). d: Scratchwound closure of microvascular endothelial
cells after exposure to MSC-conditioned medium. N and H indicate CM collected under
normoxic and hypoxic culturing conditions, respectively. There is a significant effect of hypoxia
(p=0.02), but not of donor group (p=0.33) The Negative control consists of empty medium, the
positive control of medium containing 10% FCS. Error bars indicate S.E.M. e: Population
Doubling Times of HMEC-1 endothelial cells grown in MSC-CM (CLI: Control=0.96, 95% CI
0.47-2.12). f: Number of junctions per image in tubule formation assay of HMEC-1 cells on
matrigel, in the presence of MSC CM. No differences was observed between CLI and Control
MSC CM or between CM collected under hypoxic conditions. N stands for Normoxic, H for
Hypoxic CM.
Figure 5: Hind Limb Ischemia Model. a: Hindlimb-ischemia model and representative
graphical readout. b: Dose-response curve in of intramuscularly injected MSCs in the HLI
model. c: Relative perfusion over time of ischemic hindlimbs over time in vehicle- and MSC
treated animals, MSC treated animals show significantly higher perfusion than vehicle treated
animals (p<1·10−6). Error lines indicate S.E.M. d: AUCs of relative perfusion over time as a
summary estimate for equivalence (CLI:Control 0.98, 95% CI 0.82-1.14).
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Figure 6: Histology. a,b:: CD31 staining (red) in CLI-MSC treated (a) and vehicle treated (b)
animals, perimysia are stained in green (scalebar = 100µM). c: Number of vessels as ratio
vessels:myofibrils; vehicle treated animals show a significant reduction in the number of vessels
compared to MSC treated animals (p<0.001). The number of vessels in CLI- and Healthy MSC
treated animals is equivalent (CLI:Control 0.96, 95% CI 0.83-1.09). d:. Staining with human
specific anti A/C Lamin shows that injected MSCs are predominantly retained in localized
clusters, presumably the injection site, after 14 days (scalebar = 100µM).. e: Representative
image of aSMA (red) staining, CD31 staining is shown in green (scalebar = 100µM).. f: The
number of aSMA+ vessels did not differ per group.
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